THE EPITOME OF LUXURY LIVING
White
We have a passion for crisp white décors, for white symbolises purity and infinity. Moreover, it radiates tranquility. By adding plants, rattan, jute, and earth materials like alabaster and marble, we invite nature in. With texture and bold geometric patterns we create depth, warmth, and sophistication. For a fresh and sleek look, we use metals and mirrors.

Velvet
Since velvet is the ultimate blend of luxury, softness and sensuality, it is always en vogue. To create endless possibilities, we have expanded our velvet design options for seats and sofas. Furthermore, our colour options are wider than ever: We have added faded rose, nude, orange, yellow, and lilac to our palette, as well as new shades of turquoise and green.

Maximalism
Maximalism is the counterpart of minimalism. While minimalism focuses on austerity and simplicity, maximalism is all about embracing grandeur and extravagance. Art Deco style furniture, lighting and accessories are the perfect ingredients for a maximalist interior. We love to immerse rooms in Gatsby glamour!

Fine selection
The Eichholtz Inspiration Book presents a fine selection of our extensive interior collection. All our luxury products are designed to improve your life, both aesthetically and experientially. We hope this classy décor guide will spark and fuel your imagination.
PLAYFUL COMPOSITION

The playful design of the Kimpton chandelier reminds one of a game of Mikado. Made up of six rectangular bars with an antique brass finish and integrated LED lights, this versatile modern suspension light creates beautiful light effects in your interior surroundings. The bars can be hung in any desired position by adjusting the length of the wires.
STUNNING BEAUTY

Add a cozy Mid-Century Modern feel to any room with the Coyote floor lamp. Featuring a dome-shaped lampshade in gold finish and black tapered legs with gold finish brass caps, this contemporary tripod floor lamp will give your décor a stylish look.
Handsome and understated, the Gregorio series offers a jaw-dropping addition to your décor. Skillfully crafted with beautiful marquetry, these retro style furniture pieces feature a refined geometric pattern that creates a 3D optical illusion. Thanks to the natural tones of the oak veneer, they match a multitude of colour schemes.
**AIRY DESIGN**

The Elements chandelier looks fabulous in a stairwell or over a coffee table! This lovely ceiling pendant features a state-of-the-art design with a nod to traditional lusters. Comprising a 5-rings fixture with an antique brass finish and integrated LED lights, it will enliven your décor with circles of light.
HIGH STYLE

With its pronounced 1920s appeal, the Art Deco inspired Sutton House chandelier enlivens each space it adorns. Its metal fixture has a bronze finish and is surrounded by two tiers of rounded glass rods that add sparkle and shine to the setting.
VINTAGE CHARM

Create an inviting seating option in your living space with the Pavone chair. Its Mid-Century Modern look will add vintage charm to your lounge interior. Featuring a slim black frame with brass feet and a Mirage off-white upholstery, this accent chair is a perfect choice.
Inspired by futuristic designer lighting from the 1960s, the Spiridon series exudes Mid-Century Modern appeal. Featuring an antique brass finish, each lampshade is formed by two half spheres from white glass with an open space in between.
THE CROWN TO YOUR INTERIOR

Create a pleasant atmosphere in your living room or lobby with the Venezia or Piazza chandelier. Sleek and sculptural, these retro style pendant lights radiate a sophisticated charm. The white glass spheres spread a gentle light throughout the space, while the antique brass finish completes the nostalgic look.

ELEGANT MASTERPIECE

Invite the glamour and luxury of boutique hotels into your home with the Castelle chair. A contemporary interpretation of classic Chesterfield furniture, this stylish accent chair exudes timeless appeal. With its deep-buttoned Roche porpoise grey velvet upholstery and black & brass legs it adds sophistication to your living space.
Add a touch of tropical glamour to your living space with the Antico chair. Featuring a superb branch-like frame with a gold finish and a seat in Panama natural upholstery, this armchair is perfect as a part of your living room seating arrangement or as an accent piece in your bedroom.
JOIN THE INNER CIRCLE
Brimming with original style, the Lando chair maintains an elegant detachment from its surrounding space. The tapered design of the seat, together with the velvet upholstery in midnight blue or white, make this distinctive chair the perfect base element for a well-rounded sofa.

Set up a seating ensemble that’s made for you by combining several Lando chairs to your preferred configuration: whether a left or right corner sofa, a semi-circular couch or a snug C-shaped seater.
Add fifties-inspired glamour to your living room with the shell-shaped Mirage swivel chair. Choose a lush velvet upholstery in pistache green, nude or dark grey. Or go for the natural look of faux shearling.

**PICK YOUR FAVOURITE**

- **Nude velvet**
  - Art. 113418
- **Pistache green velvet**
  - Art. 113484
- **Dark grey velvet**
  - Art. 113483
- **Faux shearling**
  - Art. 113485
Make life outside as pleasant as possible with our collection of luxury outdoor furniture. Inspired by the south of France and the Italian Riviera, we have created stylish and comfortable furniture pieces for lazy days and long summer nights. This durable collection is at home anywhere, from a terrace in St Tropez to a beach property in Sydney.

UNWIND IN STYLE WITH OUR LUXURY OUTDOOR FURNITURE COLLECTION
RAVISHING RATTAN

Create a cozy seating area in your conservatory or garden with our range of rattan furniture. Completely braided by hand, these rattan and wicker pieces transform any inner or outer space into a welcoming sanctuary. Cream-coloured seat cushions enhance the natural look.
**HOLLYWOOD REGENCY**

Bring the LA-vibe into your home décor with the Hollywood Palm. This charming lamp comes in a vintage brass finish and gives a playful accent to both classic and contemporary interiors. Perfect to add drama and centrepiece to your living room.

**CONVERSATION PIECE**

Showcasing cascading droplets of crystal glass, the Hildebrandt chandelier is wonderful for adding a conversation piece to your entryway or living room scheme. Sure to catch everyone's eye, this spectacular palm leaf chandelier with vintage brass finish will really make a statement.
Inspired by the romantic charm of British colonial interiors and Caribbean plantation homes, the Monkey stool will add sophisticated appeal to your interior. Its black base features a beautiful sculpture of a sitting monkey. The animal supports a turquoise velvet seating with silk tassels.
JAZZ UP YOUR INTERIOR

Emanating the spirit of the Roaring Twenties, these gorgeous pieces wholly capture the opulent Art Deco style. The beautiful vases Bella, Coral and Pebble are eye-catchers with or without flowers, the ornate Palmeral ashtray makes a fabulous decorative object, and the Quartz tealight holder enables you to create a romantic atmosphere. All these objects are crafted from brass and provided with a bronze highlight finish.
Showcasing cascading droplets of crystal glass, the Hildebrandt chandelier is wonderful for adding a conversation piece to your entryway or living room scheme. Sure to catch everyone’s eye, this spectacular palm leaf chandelier with vintage brass finish will really make a statement.
DARING STYLE STATEMENT

Make a daring style statement in your living room with the glamorous Canzone chandelier. A modern take on classic lusters, this stunning luminaire is the perfect choice for contemporary interior schemes. Crafted from metal with a gold finish, it showcases a tapered two-tiered design with wing-shaped panels of ribbed glass.
THE HEIGHT OF SOPHISTICATION

With its intricate detailing, the elegant Hacienda table lamp will grant tropical opulence to your interior. The light shines soft and subtly from behind the two palm leaves. Mounted on a round black base plinth, the palm leaves stand out by their glamorous polished brass finish.
OPTICAL ILLUSION

The rectangular El Rio mirror will be a headturner in any space, where it will bring abstract beauty and contemporary style. Characterised by a geometric pattern of squares with convex mirror effects, this striking accent mirror creates an optical illusion.
TOTALLY ON TREND

Beautify your interior with the lovely Deco wall racks. Celebrating the Industrial age, these iron racks with a bronze finish lend a progressive flair to your living space. Hang these racks side by side and decorate them with succulents, hurricanes and faux candles.
LUSH COLOURS

Lend a fabulous splash of colour to your home décor with these gorgeous table lamps. Merging bright colours with clear glass, the hand blown lamp bases create a lively effect. Their elegant shapes and brilliant colours work together in perfect harmony. Restrained lampshades amplify the exquisite designs.
SEDUCTIVE CURVES

With its seductive curves and vintage appearance, the 2-drawer Monfort Side Table is a must-have nightstand in your bedroom. The diamond quilted black faux leather upholstery perfectly complements the sleek metal frame with brushed brass finish.
EXQUISITE "FANCY FOLIAGE" TABLES

Exuding old world glamour, the "Fancy Foliage" coffee table and side table will be distinctive attributes in your living room. Rendering the fan-shaped leaves from maidenhair trees, the layered tabletops feature a vintage brass finish and are supported by black legs.
RETRO-CHIC FOCAL POINT

Create a retro-chic focal point in your living space with the Tortora floor lamp. This designer lighting in Mid-Century Modern style instantly elevates your room! It features an antique brass finish and 6 white glass globes.
Design and flexibility merge in the Mondial series. Thanks to the numerous possibilities for composition you can create a perfect seating group for any living space, whether large or small. Loose deluxe back cushions provide optimal comfort.
MARBLE SCULPTURES

The Adler and Vesuvio side tables are entirely crafted from marble. Featuring a clean-cut design, these masterful pieces of furniture create a light and spacious living space, whilst also adding a modern sophisticated look. Great assets for any contemporary interior.

SLEEK AND CLASSY

Add ambience to your hallway, lounge or bedroom with the Pietro table lamp. Its rectangular base of white veined grey marble is contained by a metal frame with an antique brass finish. Supplied with a square blue-gray velvet lampshade, this lamp is ideal for flanking sofas or beds.
Indulge in the beauty and luxury of the Napa Valley series. Paring Bauhaus style with Mid-Century Modern appeal, these extraordinary furniture pieces blend the cool look of sleek metal and clear glass with the warm appearance of woven oak veneer.
IN THE SPIRIT OF CUBISM

Create depth and visual interest in your home décor with the geometric Langham wall lamp. Its decorative multi-layered design incorporates stamped out linear plates in a vintage brass finish and three square glass plates with relief.
The enticing Helvetia chandelier ensures a bright and pleasant light, thus creating a vivid atmosphere in the room. It consists of two nine-sided shades with integrated LED lights: the upper one shines outwards while the lower one shines inwards. Both shades feature an antique brass finish, and can be hung in any desired position by adjusting the length of the cables.
BAUHAUS APPEAL

Give your books, plants and home accessories a home in the contemporary Geo cabinet. This stylish and practical storage unit matches all modern décor styles and is useful in any room. Its sturdy metal frame has a bronze finish and contains 6 shelves in mocha oak veneer.
SERVE COCKTAILS IN STYLE

With four castor wheels of clear acrylic, the chic Royalton trolley is the perfect accessory to serve cocktails in style. This lovely two-level bar cart makes entertaining easy. It comprises a sleek frame of polished stainless steel and two clear glass shelves.
POSH AND Refined

Mixed materials add refinement to the simple yet elegant design of each 3-piece set of Sierra candle holders. These classy candle holders work well with a variety of interior styles such as contemporary, Mid-Century Modern, minimalist and urban.
Illuminate your interior stylishly with the glamorous Amazone chandeliers. Lit or unlit, with their sparkling crystal glass design these lustrous luminaires will light up any space in your home. The rectangular glistening crystals hang from different tiers, capturing and refracting light to create dramatic patterns on surrounding surfaces.
CHECK OUT OUR ENTIRE COLLECTION

For an overview of our entire collection of opulent interior pieces, see the Eichholtz Furniture & Accessories Collection Book and the Eichholtz Lighting Collection Book. In addition we have created a Magazine with our latest arrivals.

Request hard copies of our Collection Books and Magazine or download the pdf’s from www.eichholtz.com via your online account.